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ABSTRACT 

 
    ARTICLE INFO 

Data mining is an analytical process designed to explore data in which the opinion 

mining focuses on sorting various moods of people on different products. Mining 

opinion targets and opinion words from reviews are main tasks of fine-grained 

opinion mining. The research problem is extracting opinion target and words and 

detecting a accurate relation between them which is hindered by syntax error, 

grammatical mistakes etc. A novel approach based on the partially supervised 

alignment model for identifying the opinion relations as an alignment process. To 

precisely mine the opinion relations among words, the Word Alignment Model is 

used. The graph based co-ranking algorithm is motivated to progress the error 

propagation. Equated to syntax based method, the word alignment model effectively 

reduces the parsing mistakes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is the process of gathering, searching through 

and analysing a large number of a data in a database, as to 

discover relationships. A series of challenges have emerged 

in data mining and one of them major challenge is an 

opinion mining. Opinion mining is also known as sentiment 

analysis which involves analysing the people opinions, 

emotions towards building a system to collect and 

categorize opinions about various products, services. 

 

Interest in Opinion mining has been growing recently 

because mainly of its great number of applications. The 

main objective is to collecting the opinions about the 

products from the online review. From reviews, customers 

can obtain product information and direction of their 

purchase actions. For the moment, manufacturers can obtain 

immediate response and opportunities to improve the quality 

of their product.  

 

 Extracting opinion targets and opinion words are two 

fundamental subtasks in opinion mining. Opinion target are 

the objects about which user express their opinions, 

normally noun or noun phrases. Opinion words are the 

words that are used to express users’ opinions about the 

object, typically verbs or adjectives.[1] 

 

For example: 

“This phone has an amazing and big screen” 

Here, customer expect to know that the review express the 

positive opinion of the phone’s screen and a negative 

opinion of the screen’s resolution, not just the reviewer’s 

overall sentiment. 

After extraction, the next step is to provide the relation 

among those words[1]. For this, the graph co-ranking 

algorithm is used and the opinion relation graph is 

constructed to provide the relations among them. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In related work, several methods of extraction of opinion 

targets and opinion words are summarized. 

 

In [2], F. Li, S. J. Pan, O. Jin, Q. Yang, and X. Zhu have 

proposed a Relational Adaptive bootstrapping (RAP) 

algorithm. The aim is to extract the sentiment word from the 

text and generating the seed. This model precisely generates 
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only the opinion target. An evaluation metrics are used 

precision and recall. 

 

In [3], M. Hu and B. Liu have proposed a sentiment based 

classification. The main aim is to identify the opinion 

sentence from reviews and deciding whether each opinion 

sentence is positive or negative and summarizing the results. 

Here, precision and recall are used as an evaluation metrics. 

 

In [4], K. Liu, L. Xu, and J. Zhao have proposed the Word 

based translation model (WTM). The main objective is 

extracting opinion targets in document level from the 

reviews. This method is precisely mine only the opinion 

targets. 

 

In [5], L. Zhang, B. Liu and S. H. Lim have proposed the 

Syntax based method to capturing the relation and ranking 

the product. This method effectively provides the relations 

among words for formal text. 

 

In [6] Z. Liu, X. Chen, and M. Sun introduced a Word 

trigger method to suggest tags according to the text 

description of a resource. By considering both the 

description and tags of a given resource as summaries. This 

method provides the WTM model for summarizing the tags 

and description of the text. 

 

In [7], B. Wang and H. Wang proposed an Iterative 

Learning Method. The duty of identifying product features 

with opinion words and learning opinion words through 

features alternately and iteratively. This model extracts only 

the opinion word. 

 

Moreover, a study employed topic modelling to identify 

implicit topics and sentiment words by Ivan Titov and Ryan 

McDonald [8]. The objectives of these methods usually 

were not to extract an opinion target words or opinion word 

from reviews. Instead, they were to cluster for all words into 

corresponding aspects in reviews. These methods usually 

adopted coarser techniques, such as frequency statistics and 

phrase detection, to detect the proper opinion targets/words. 

The importance is more on how to cluster these words into 

their equivalent topics. 

III. WORD ALIGNMENT MODEL 

WAM method is based on the monolingual model, which 

precisely mine the words and target. WAM method 

precisely mine relation for both short span and long span 

relations. The WAM method has some following constrains 

[1]: 

 Nouns/noun phrases should be aligned with 

adjectives/verbs/a null word. 

 Other unrelated words, such as prepositions, 

conjunctions, adverbs should be aligned only with 

themselves. 

The hill-climbing algorithm is used to perform local 

optimizations.  

For calculating the associations among the words are 

assessed by 

P (wt |wo) = Count (wt,wo)/Count (wo) 

Where, wt means the opinion target and wo means the 

opinion word, and P (wt |wo) means the alignment 

probability between these two words [1]. 

IV. GRAPH CO-RANKING ALGORITHM 

After mining the opinion associations between opinion 

target candidates and opinion word candidates, an Opinion 

Relation Graph is constructed. Then the confidence of each 

opinion target/ opinion word candidate on this graph is 

calculated, and the candidates with higher confidence than a 

threshold are extracted as opinion words [1]. The candidate 

confidence can be estimated by random walking method. 

Here the confidence of an opinion target candidates and 

opinion word candidates in the iterations. 

V. DATA SETS AND EVALUATION METRICS 

The three datasets are used to evaluate the WAM 

method. The datasets are CRD, COAE, and Large [1]. The 

first customer review data (CRD) has the reviews for five 

products and the second dataset COFE 2008 contains the 

Chinese reviews for four products include camera, car, 

laptop, and phone. The last dataset large has the reviews on 

three domains includes restaurant, hotel, mp3. 

The three evaluation metrics are selected. The metrics are 

precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F). Precision is the 

percentage of selected items that are correct and the recall is 

the percentage of the correct items that are selected. A 

combined measure that evaluates the precision and recall is 

the F-measure.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

An innovative method for extracting the opinion targets and 

opinion words by using a word alignment model is proposed. 

The dynamic contribution is focused on detecting opinion 

relations between opinion targets and opinion words. This 

process captures the opinion relations more precisely and 

therefore the opinion target and opinion word are effectively 

extracted. An Opinion Relation Graph to model all 

candidates and the detected opinion relations among them is 

constructed with a graph co-ranking algorithm to estimate 

the confidence of each candidate.  
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